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DACFP advances financial professionals’
knowledge of blockchain and digital assets,
so they can better serve their clients. Those
completing the organization’s online course
receive the exclusive Certificate in Blockchain and Digital Assets.

The largest coalition ever formed to
attain financial security for all Americans, its 50+ academic, non-profit,
corporate and think-tank members
focuse with with legislators to improve
financial security for all Americans.

Ranked #1 in the nation for quality by both Barron’s and Consumer
Reports, the firm is also the nation’s
largest independent advisor, managing $270 billion for 1.3 million individuals and families nationwide.

Acclaimed Thought Leader

Ranked the #1 Independent
Financial Advisor in the
nation three times

“One of 20 people over the past
50 years who helped shape the
financial planning industry”

Recipient of the Loren Dunton
Lifetime Acheivement Award

Inducted into the magazine’s
Hall of Fame

Voted by financial advisors as one
of 25 experts and leaders “who are
pushing the industry forward”

Inducted into the magazine’s
Hall of Fame

Ranked one of the 10
“most influential figures” in the industry

Awarded two patents for
financial innovation

Leading Financial Educator and Champion of Financial Literacy for All Americans

TALKERS has repeatedly named Ric one of the 100 Most Important
Radio Talk Show Hosts in the country – one of just two weekend-only
hosts on the ranking. His show has aired for 30 years, is heard on 90
radio stations coast-to-coast and reaches a million people every week.

Ric has produced and hosted personal
finance TV shows for decades, including
a three-year series and award-winning
specials for Public Television.

Award-Winning, Best-Selling Author

Every book a best-seller, including

The Truth About Money

Ordinary People, Extraordinary Wealth

The Lies About Money

Hundreds of Appearances on Major Media
New York Times - 56 Across:
Financial Adviser Edelman
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